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BROTHERS FOR LIFE REUNION
page 15
We had a great time at the first annual Brothers for Life Reunion Night!
Nearly one-hundred graduates joined us for the inaugural event, including members
of the Class of 1996, who are pictured above. See more photos on page 15 and be
sure to join us at future gatherings!
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LIVING BY THE LASALLIAN CORE PRINCIPLES
At graduation 2016, in my remarks to the graduates, I spoke about the Lasallian principles. I did this
also at the recent Hall of Fame induction at our annual Alumni Banquet. As I discussed these five
core principles, I spoke of the connection these principles have to the qualities of a CBC graduate
as he walks across the stage to receive his diploma. We call these qualities our profile of a Man for
Tomorrow, and I am not talking about an external appearance. I am talking about what is in their
minds and hearts after they complete their journey of four years at Christian Brothers College High
School.
The five Lasallian principles are Faith in the Presence of God, Quality Education, Respect for All
Persons, Inclusive Community and Concern for the Poor and Social Justice. All of us remember as
Brothers’ Boys being called to prayer before each class with “Let us remember that we are in the Holy
Michael Jordan
Presence of God”. This is unique to us Lasallians and puts our minds and hearts in the presence
President
of God as we join in prayer. That presence is not always fireworks and not always dramatic. It could
simply be a kind act, a smile given away to another, or our eyes expressing love and admiration. We do
not leave society, our families, our communities or our schools in order to find God, we find God in our midst.
I could talk all day about the Quality of Education we offer. It starts first with an outstanding faculty and staff who are so
dedicated to their mission of Christian education of our youth. We touch the hearts and instruct the minds of the students
entrusted to our care, daily. Our Brotherhood and our community espouse our respect for each other. The calling together
of all of our constituents speaks of respect and love. The recent video posted on YouTube from our football team and
coaches speaks volumes about our togetherness. We do not simply SAY our respect, we SHOW our respect.
In the Gospel of John, Jesus tells us, “I have come that they may have life and have it to the full”. Our concerns go to
those who have been given less, those who are poor, or marginalized or forgotten by others in society. Our concern goes
beyond our four walls here, to the broader community and opening our eyes to the plight of others less fortunate than we.
We focus on welcoming, encouraging and inviting. We look to include others rather than exclude them from our
community of CBC. Our greatest strength is that we are a community of individuals who bring different experiences and
circumstances to a place where we all work together for a common cause. Our goal is to learn to love self, love others and
most importantly, love our God.
These principles permeate our everyday life here at
CBC and all other Lasallian schools throughout the
world, which educate nearly one million students.
We have framed and posted these principles outside
the administrative offices so as to remind us all, every
day, of what a Man for Tomorrow looks like. We are
so blessed to be, at this time and this place, together
in community and in the Holy Presence of God.
May God continue to bless us and, in a special way,
may He bless those less fortunate members in our
St. Louis community and around the world.
Live, Jesus, in Our Hearts - Forever.

LASALLIAN
CORE PRINCIPLES

CONCERN FOR THE POOR,
AND SOCIAL JUSTICE

FAITH IN THE
PRESENCE OF GOD

RESPECT FOR
ALL PERSONS
QUALITY EDUCATION

INCLUSIVE COMMUNITY

MICHAEL JORDAN, President
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BUILDING A CULTURE OF LEADERSHIP AT CBC
As I walk the hallways and observe the work going on in our classrooms at CBC, I am continually
reminded of the quality education that is at the heart of our Lasallian mission. Using our
customized approach to education, our teachers challenge all of our students to be the best that they
can be in the classroom. As a result, our students are building a new chapter in our history—one
that includes academic achievements never before seen in our 167-year existence. It is one of the
many examples of how CBC continues to be Stronger Than Ever:
• Six (6) students were recently recognized for their outstanding performance in the National
Merit Scholarship Program, including another National Merit Semi-Finalist.
• Students across all academic levels and sub-groups are growing at two to three times the
national average during their four years at CBC, as measured by their performance on
standardized tests in the areas of Mathematics and Language Arts.

Tim Seymour
Principal

• In the Class of 2017, thirty-two (32)…and counting…students have been named Bright Flight Scholars.
• Over 8,000 college credit hours were earned by CBC students over the past three school years.
• CBC students are taking more AP Exams than ever in our history and passing them at a higher rate than ever
(80%), as well.
• The average ACT score for a student in our Honors Program is 30. For a student in our Learning Needs Program, it is 25.
Our customized approach to our academic program is undoubtedly preparing all of our students for the rigors of the
coursework they will encounter at their chosen colleges and universities.
However, we have to be careful not to fall into the trap of assuming that academic successes automatically translate
into college and career readiness, or that it leads to being prepared for the other challenges that await our young men in
life. The college admissions process may be one of the only and last times in their lives that our students will be judged
by numbers--their GPA and Standardized Test Scores. The reality is this: In the careers that await them and in their
lives—both during college and beyond—those numbers and the academic knowledge and skills they’ve acquired won’t be
enough. In the year 2016, preparation for success in the world that awaits our students requires more.
Each year, the National Association of Colleges and Employers (NACE) surveys employers and asks them to rate the top
qualities and skills that they seek in their new hires. The top five qualities may surprise you:
1. Ability to work on a team

2. Leadership

3. Communication skills

4. Problem-solving skills

5. Strong work ethic

So, in addition to the knowledge gained through academic coursework, companies and organizations are seeking
something more.
At CBC, we recognize that our students’ academic successes are only one part of the equation. They also need to develop
their social and emotional intelligence (their so-called EQ) and these important “soft skills.” Doing so will not only allow
them to get ahead in an increasingly competitive world, but it will also prepare them for the other challenges they will face
in their lives.
Our response to this need for “something more” is the CBC Leadership Program. Not all of our students will be Bright
Flight Scholars or National Merit Semi-Finalists, but we believe that EVERY student at CBC has the capacity to be an
effective leader. Now in its eighth year, our Leadership Program is designed to formally develop the EQ of our students
and equip them with the soft skills necessary to lead themselves, lead others, and ultimately use their influence to have a
positive impact on the world around them.
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Initially developed in 2009 as a single elective course for Juniors, the Leadership Program has since evolved into a multiple-course
sequence. The Foundations of Leadership course for Freshmen focuses on character development and self-leadership. The Junior
Leadership course builds on that foundation and provides students with the skills necessary to connect with and lead others. Still in
development, the Leadership in Action course for Seniors will offer the opportunity for students to reach out into the community to
teach leadership fundamentals to younger students.
Beyond formal coursework, students also have the opportunity to practice and apply the skills they’ve learned through the everexpanding list of formal leadership opportunities that exist at CBC: As a member of the Student Leadership Council, as a Freshman
Mentor, as a Student Ambassador, through athletics and co-curriculars, and so many more.
Ultimately, we are in the midst of building a culture of leadership that permeates every facet of our school. We are proud to have
started this journey eight years ago, before any other high school in the St. Louis area. The National Association of Colleges and
Employers tell us this is critical to our students’ success in college and beyond.
Most importantly, it is a critical component of succeeding in our Lasallian mission of developing Men for Tomorrow who are guided
by faith, strengthened by intellect, committed to justice, and prepared to lead and serve.
Thank you for your support, and for your efforts to help spread the good news about all that is happening at CBC.
Sincerely,

TIM SEYMOUR, Principal

CBC STRONGER THAN EVER
students in the
prestigious CBC
Honors Program

Estimated
savings of

million

Missouri
Bright Flight
Scholars in
2015-16

in college
college credit
hours earned
at CBC
last year

students received
Advanced Placement
Honors

ON AVERAGE,
Average ACT score for
the top 10% of students
in the Class of 2016

CBC STUDENTS AT ALL LEVELS
ACHIEVE ACADEMIC GROWTH
AT MORE THAN TWICE

Average ACT score
for students supported by
CBC’s Learning Needs Program

THE NATIONAL AVERAGE
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CBC STEM ACADEMY
CONTINUES TO GROW
Mr. Joe Henken and the members of the CBC STEM Academy have
officially opened CBC's Makerspace! Located adjacent to Dunne
Library and affectionately called "Area 51" (fortuitously, that location on
campus has always been known as Room 51)
the Makerspace is specifically designed to give
students an opportunity to innovate, design,
test and create.
Area 51 includes tools like 3-D printers, laser
cutters, and a robotics arena used to test
this year's designs for the FIRST Robotics
competition. Members of th CBC Board
of Directors and the Josh Seidel Memorial
Foundation were among the visitors at the
recent Makerspace Open House.
We are also excited to report that Mr. Henken has been recognized
as one of eight Distinguished Lasallian Educators in North America.
He is being honored this month at the Huether Conference, which is a
gathering of all Lasallian schools in the United States and Canada.

We were thrilled to welcome members of the Seidel
family at our Makerspace Open House. The Josh
Seidel Memorial Foundation has provided tremendous
support to the CBC STEM Academy - thank you for
creating opportunities for our young men!

CONSIDER CBC ON GIVING TUESDAY
Black Friday and Cyber Monday are fun, but you can
CHANGE A LIFE ON GIVING TUESDAY!

Tuesday, November 29th
Give online at www.cbchs.org/donate
or on your phone by texting CBCF16 to 41444
All gifts benefit CBC's Fine & Performing Arts Programs
Giving Tuesday donors will be honored at the CBC Auction

CBC’s online broadcasting network
Watch the Cadets anytime, live or on-demand!

www.cbccsn.com

CSN is proudly presented by State Farm Agent & CBC Alum Tim Kilo ’77
Contact Tim for the best rates in town! | www.timkilo.com
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FALL SPORTS SUCCESS
Top: CBC swimmers delivered
one of the best team
performances in school history
placing 11th at the state meet.
Bottom: Coach Pingel and
the Cadet football team
brought home another District
Championship as they advanced
to the state semifinals.
Right: Sophomore Xander
Hunn ran to a strong finish at
the state meet and was the top
performer on a young Cadet
Cross Country team.

FIRST ANNUAL
CBC BROTHERHOOD RIDE
Many know that Class of 1975 alumnus Phil Bruno, Jr.
passed away in August of 2015. Our community was sad
to lose a great Cadet, but we are so glad that, before his
passing, Phil and his son Phillip ('05) were able to share their
first motorcycle road rally. The father and son CBC grads rode
to Sturgis, creating priceless memories along the way.
Phillip explains, "Heading home, it was just my dad and
me. He led and I followed, which made complete sense
to me. Just the two of us out on the open road, looking
out for each other. We really found ourselves out on
this journey and felt empowered, wanting to fully
experience every moment."
The Bruno family has organized a CBC Poker Run on
May 21, 2017, to honor Phil and to celebrate the CBC
brotherhood. All motorcycle enthusiasts interested in
participating are encouraged to contact Phil Bruno II
'05 at (314) 965-0166 or phillip.bruno@docsh-d.com.
You can also contact Alumni Relations Director Joe
Gunn '79 at gunnjoe@cbchs.org or (314) 985-6098.
Phillip Bruno II '05 and his father, Phil Bruno, Jr. '75 shared a memorable motorcycle
ride in the summer of 2015.
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The second Christian Brothers College campus, located at King’s Highway and Easton Ave., caught fire at 7:20 a.m. on October 5, 1916.

REMEMBERING

The Great Fire of 1916

by Dr. Jim Dohle

One hundred years ago, the fire that would
eventually claim the Cote Brilliante campus
of Christian Brothers College ignited at
approximately 7:20 a.m.
By the end of the day on October 5, 1916, the blaze had taken the lives of
ten men and completely destroyed the beautiful rotunda and main section
of the college, located at King’s Highway and Easton avenues. The deceased
included two invalid Brothers, their attendant, a night watchman, and six
firemen.
News clips from the fire include images of
the six firemen, two Christian Brothers and
two CBC staff members who died in the fire.
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The heroic efforts of the firemen on duty that day saved two wings of the
building -- but what had been lost?
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What had been lost was one of the most impressive and
advanced college campuses in the state of Missouri. The
second St. Louis campus of Christian Brothers College
was a first-rate facility that was far better than that of the
University of Missouri and Saint Louis University, and at
the very least rivaled the campus of Washington University.
In his work, “History of Saint Louis City and County”,
John Thomas Scharf provides the best description of the
Cote Brilliante campus:
The structure, which is in the shape of a cross, consists
of a central edifice and four wings, and was designed
by James McGrath…
The first story, which is nearly twenty feet in height,
contains a magnificent vestibule, finished in white
marble and Philadelphia enameled brick, and four
grand parlors and reception-rooms. The second
story, which is about thirty feet from floor to ceiling,
is intended solely for the purposes of a library. The
collection of books belonging to the college numbers
nearly forty thousand volumes and manuscripts. . .
The third story, about forty-five feet in height,
contains the college hall. The dimensions of the hall
are the same as those of the library, and it is capable
of seating one thousand people. The north, south,
and east wings of the building are five stories each.
The rooms on the second, third, and fifth floors of
the south wing are given up for class purposes; those
in the east and west wings are used for the college
dormitories. Each of the four wings leads to the grand
rotunda, which may be termed the architectural triumph
of the whole edifice. The rotunda is sixty feet square. . .
The college rotunda is surmounted by a glass roof,
so that it is a veritable well of light for the entire
institution. The building is supplied with a steam
passenger elevator…
The site is on the summit of the hill, which is one
hundred and sixty-eight feet above the city directrix.
From the summit the hill declines gradually to the St.
Charles Rock road, and in the rear of the building is a
beautiful grove of forest-trees covering several acres…

CBC’s first campus was located in downtown St. Louis,
but the school was crowded out of that location by
railroad activity. Brother James, President of Christian
Brothers College, purchased the Cote Brilliante property
of the late James Lucas. The deed was made out and
the purchase-money of fifty thousand dollars was, inpart, paid on the 17th of March, 1871. Brother James
also purchased about nine additional acres making the
campus the largest in the state at nearly thirty acres.

The second Christian Brothers College campus rivaled the facilities of other
universities across the state. In the photos above, students are pictured in
various classrooms and spaces across the beautiful thirty acre campus.
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The 1916 fire most likely had begun on the fifth floor of the college and spread rapidly to the fourth. All 105 boarding
students and 30 Christian Brothers were in the basement dining room when the fire was discovered. Brother Lawrence Joseph
hurried there and whispered to Brother James Walter, prefect of students, that the upper two floors were on fire. The St. Louis
Post-Dispatch reported that there was no excitement.
“Clapping his hands to attract attention, Brother James said: ‘The first division will march out in order through the east wing.’
When the first division of students had obeyed the order he gave the same command to the second division and in less than
five minutes all the students had marched from the building.”
Brothers Carmac and Clement, both elderly and unable to escape, died in the fifth floor infirmary. Their care taker, a nurse
named Louis Nolan, jumped from the fifth floor and died subsequently at St. John’s Hospital.
Shortly after 9 a.m. the entire roof of the main section of the building caved in and the wreckage of the heavy, slate-covered
cupola fell with a crash in the lobby. As the flaming mass fell down through the rotunda the second floor was immediately
aflame. Firemen then accepted that the main structure was doomed and focused their effort on saving the two wings, which
were primarily used as dormitories. Firemen sprayed water from the second and third floor balconies below to the rotunda.
Throughout their effort, the firemen were hampered by low water pressure due to the relatively high altitude of the college, and
because the school’s 25,000 gallon reservoir had already been exhausted. The building was a block from the nearest water plug,
as well.
When the balconies surrounding the central rotunda area collapsed, tons of brick, mortar and steel crashed through the
rotunda killing six firemen who were trapped in the refectory in the basement below.
The burning of the college was a major spectator event and attracted thousands. St. Louisans came on street cars and in
automobiles. Every street leading to the college was filled with autos and spectators. Traffic on the Wellston street car line was
blocked.
Those who gathered watched firemen work through the morning to save the two dormitory wings of the building, but the
damage to the central piece of the campus structure was too significant. After 66 years as a St. Louis institution, the future of
Christian Brothers College (St. Louis) seemed questionable. For 34 years the Cote Brilliante campus facility had set the university
standard for the state of Missouri. Sadly, the Brothers would have to carry forward their Lasallian mission at a new location.

(Above) Six firefighters lost their lives fighting the 1916 fire at
Christian Brothers College High School.
(At left) A long funeral procession escorted the bodies of the
deceased.
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In his dissertation, “Devolution of CBC”, Fr. Michael John Witt indicates that Brother Emery, Visitor of the St. Louis
District, quickly left to discuss the fire with Archbishop John J. Glennon. The decision was made to rebuild Christian
Brothers College and Archbishop Glennon dictated a letter to be sent to all pastors asking that a special collection be
taken on Sunday, October 8, to help the Brothers. Saint Louis University offered to loan the Brothers and their boarders
facilities at the Clay Mansion near Calvary Cemetery. Washington University invited the Brothers to use the recently
vacated Smith Academy for their classes for the remainder of the 1916-17 school year.
As Witt depicts in “Devolution of CBC”, the first attempt to revive Christian Brothers College came on Sunday, October
8, 1916. A rally was held at the Cote Brilliante campus on the west field. The site could not have been more conducive to
encouraging donations.
“Towering above the assembly of friends and alumni of the Brothers was the charred school building.”
The appeal had been sent out for $150,000 to rebuild the college. Approximately $16,400 was pledged at that first rally.
A similar meeting was held the next day at the Marquette Hotel and $10,000 was pledged. St. Louis University donated
$500 toward the rebuilding campaign. In two weeks $65,000 was raised and hopes were high.
Fire damage was estimated at $250,000. The College had been insured for $200,000 but only $170,000 was collected.
The other $30,000 was lost on deductible clauses and other legalities. This money could not be applied to any new
building fund as $150,000 went immediately to retire the realty mortgage on the Cote Brilliante property.
As Mississippi Vista, 1849-1959 points out:
The property was sold. The amount donated was coupled with
the money gained from the sale, and a smaller amount of land
in Clayton was purchased...
Unfortunately , the fire occurred at a most inopportune time.
World War I then raging brought added hardships to the
Provincial, Brother Baldwin of Jesus. It was impossible for
him to secure fitting accommodations to continue the work
of educating those students so eager to secure the Brothers’
services. As a result, the educational process as carried on by
the Brothers were suspended.

It was hoped that the first collegiate department class would be
assembled by September of 1926. But it never happened as the
idea of reorganizing the college faded as a distant memory.
Instead, in September of 1922 the Brothers would resume their
work in St. Louis. CBC had re-emerged as a first-class high
school located on Clayton Road.
In a letter celebrating the new campus opening, Father John J.
Thomson of Mary Magdalen parish, writes:
It made me happy to read of the threatened resurrection of
C.B.C. from the cold ashes of a few years ago.
No matter how many teaching organizations are in the field at
present, or may come in the future, there will always be room,
and room right at top, for the Christian Brothers. . . . If ever
we needed strong men with strong minds and great hearts to
fashion the character of the young, we need them today, and in
this the Brothers were preeminently successful.

The third Christian Brothers College High School campus opened on Clayton
Road in September of 1922. The school resided at that location for the next
80 years before moving further west to the current Town & Country campus.
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The Fabulous
nd
42 Season!
Christian Brothers College High School’s Cerre Players
invite you to join us for a night at the theater

Nov. 18-20

Feb. 24-26

7:30 p.m. & 2 p.m.

7:30 p.m. & 2 p.m.

Dec. 16-18

April 7-9

7:30 p.m. & 2 p.m.

HIT!!!
H
S
A
A SM
12

10 a.m. | 7:30 p.m.
& 2 p.m.

Thanks to all who joined
us for Damn Yankees!
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A Magical Christmas

AUCTION 2016 • Celebrating the Arts at CBC!
Our annual auction is almost here and we are excited to officially ring in the Christmas season with our CBC family! This
year we are highlighting many of the fabulous Fine & Performing Arts programs that help our young men grow in so
many ways. Join us for live performances, exhibits and fun surprises during this magical evening.
Contact Linda Noll at (314) 985-6094 or noll@cbchs.org if you haven't yet made your reservation to join us.
And if you can't be with us, you can bid online!
Visit cbchs.org the week of the auction to access a link to online and mobile bidding for hundreds of items.

FIVE MINUTES WITH DYLAN KENNEDY

CBC senior Dylan Kennedy designed and painted the beautiful invitation to this year’s auction. The impressive design
(above) has received rave reviews and Christmas cards that include the design are being printed and will be on sale at
the auction. We caught up with Dylan to discuss his appreciation for art and his plans for the future.
Q: We love the invitation! How do you begin a project like that?
I started with a sketch and then worked from the back of the painting to the front. I focused on the sky,
and then the school, and then I turned my attention to the smaller details.
DY

LAN KEN
NEDY
Q: Tell us a little about the art programs here at CBC.
Being in art classes here at CBC has been great. I really like Mrs. K. (art teacher
Maggie Kosciolek), she has helped me understand which colors complement each
other and has also shown me where to get started when I’m working on a piece.

Q:You are quite the artist - have you always enjoyed painting?
I like painting a lot, but it’s not what I’m best at. I love to write – specifically, I like
to discuss social issues that I’m passionate about.
Q: What do you think about the focus on Fine & Performing Arts at the auction?
I’m glad we’re giving so much attention to the arts, especially the fine arts like
painting and sculpting. It seems that those get lost in the shuffle sometimes.
13
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BY THE NUMB3RS:
MATH TEACHERS AMY SHUPE AND
SHELLY HARTMANN HELP STUDENTS SUCCEED
CBC is blessed with an incredible faculty and staff. Two of

(Mrs. Hartmann) Well, it is definitely a bit louder here.

those special teachers are Mrs. Shelly Hartmann and Mrs.

The boys make me laugh every day and keep me on my

Amy Shupe. Both came to CBC from Incarnate Word

toes. But the difference is not as significant as I thought

Academy just two years ago, and each has made a significant

it was going to be. At the end of the day, they are all

impact in our Math Department.

teenagers.

Mrs. Hartmann was named the Math Department Chair

Q: Mrs. Shupe – over the past two years your Calculus and

at the beginning of this school year and Mrs. Shupe has

Statistics students have achieved unbelievable scores on the

had unprecedented success in guiding our Honors and AP

very challenging AP exam, outpacing the national average

students toward success.

by 32%. Is there a secret to your success?

They both grew up in St. Louis and – for those keeping

Firstly, the students are marvelous. They quickly realize

score – attended Rosary High School (Hartmann) and

that they are taking a college level mathematics course

Incarnate Word Academy (Shupe). We caught up with them

that is going to challenge them. If they want to be

between classes to discuss the transition to CBC and some

successful, I will help make sure that happens. Also, male

of their work with our young men.

students gain more from a lesson that has them directly
engaged in the subject matter, i.e. hands on experiments.

Q: You have been with us for more than two years now,

If you follow @CBCMathematics on Twitter, you will see

what do you think of CBC thus far?

Calculus and Statistics students working on experiments.
This year I’m hoping to have the Statistics students

(Mrs. Shupe) While it was difficult to leave my alma

analyze the data collected during the Calculus activities.

mater after teaching there for nine years, I’m thankful
to be at CBC. The faculty and staff have been so

Q: Mrs. Hartmann – you were recently named chair of the

welcoming and supportive, especially the members of

Math Department. What are your plans as you step into

my department. The students keep each day exciting.

this leadership role?

The parents are involved in the CBC community. It isn’t
difficult to want to be at work every day.

I certainly have big shoes to fill following Mr. Jerry Heet
and Mrs. Andrea Mahon. As a department, we work to

Q: Help us understand the transition from an all-girl to an all-

ensure that every student has an opportunity to succeed. I

boy school – is the difference as significant as it would seem?

am up to the challenge of leading a core department and
very fortunate to have such a great team.
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BROTHERS FOR LIFE REUNION
We were excited to welcome nearly one
hundred graduates to our first annual
Brothers for Life Reunion Night last June
at CBC. The classes of '46 '51 '56 '61 '71 '81
'86 and '96 were well represented at this
event!
Members of the classes of '47 '52
'57 '62 '72 '77 '82 '87 '97 '02 and '07
are encouraged to save June 2, 2017,
for another evening of fun and
brotherhood.
Graduates from the classes of 1992 and
1967 are planning stand-alone events
as they celebrate their 25th and 50th
reunions.

Class of 1956

Class of 1961

Class of 1951

DO YOUR CBC CHRISTMAS SHOPPING ONLINE!

WWW.CBCCADETSTORE.COM
15
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soccer earns

the 9th star
The Cadets' incredible run through the Class 4 playoffs included thrilling wins
over De Smet and SLUH. Here is a look back at the State Final shoot-out win over
Rockhurst thanks to the photography of Mr. Keith Gegg and Mr. Alan Seder.

2016 state champs!

Above: Juniors Jack Edwards and Nick Dempster and senior Ryan Gerteisen delivered big plays throughout the season.
Below: Senior Bryce Starzyk offers a perfect touch off a free kick to classmate Connor Lonero who ripped a shot off the
crossbar and into the net to tie the championship game at 1 with just eight minutes remaining in regulation.
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Top Left: Senior Cameron Meyer made several huge saves in overtime and penalty-kicks to keep the Cadets in the game.
Top Right: Lonero celebrates with Meyer after ending the championship game with a goal in shoot-outs.

Players and fans begin the championship celebration.

"This particular team has touched me emotionally more than
most any other team I've had. The best part about them not one of them was focused on being the star."
- Terry Michler '65
8-time State Championship Coach
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CADET LEGACY

FR. BOB
GETTINGER

by Patrick Walsh

St. Augustine Parish is in a neighborhood that straddles the
North City/North County boundary near Skinker and Page
Avenues. CBC alumnus Msgr. Bob Gettinger '56 has called
that neighborhood home for 44 years.
“I’m just glad to serve whoever comes (to Mass or to seek
assistance),” Fr. Bob explains. “I’m motivated by Jesus being so
uniquely in love with each person, no matter who they are. I
try to do the same; it’s a challenge sometimes, but I do it.”
Anyone who is familiar with his style will tell you to expect the
unconventional when Fr. Bob is presiding over a Mass.

“

"FATHER BOB IS
AN ANGEL. HE
ALWAYS HELPS
US, LISTENS AND
PRAYS WITH US."

18

I visited on a muggy Friday morning in August and found
18 members of his community crowded into the dining
room of the parish rectory for 8 a.m. Mass. (The rectory is
less expensive to cool in the summer and similarly cheaper to
warm in the winter.) Just before the Sign of Peace and without
so much as a cue, the congregation holds hands and breaks
into the 1965 Burt Bacharach hit, What the World Needs Now.
This unique style and his generous heart have helped
his ministry serve as a warm light amid the challenging
circumstances many in his congregation face.
“Fr. Bob is an angel,” explains a woman named Donna. Donna
is in her mid-forties and has known Fr. Bob for as long as she
can remember. On this day, she is asking Fr. Bob for guidance
and assistance as she gathers resources to bury her husband.
“He always helps us, listens, and prays with us. He’s a blessing
to the community. Not many people would stay with us, but
he does. He is love.”
Fr. Bob references the prayer so often said at CBC when
explaining his work.
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“Much of my congregation and the people we minister to here
aren’t Catholic, and that’s ok. Some of them become Catholic
and we like that, but we work with everyone. It takes me back
to the words of St. John Baptist de La Salle; Let us remember
that we are in the holy presence of God.”
He speaks fondly of his time on Clayton Road.
“CBC was a lot of fun, but it was most fun when I gave more
of myself – when I got involved in activities sharing my time
and talents. A lot of the friends I made at CBC and members
of the CBC community make this ministry possible. They
know me and trust that their donations will go to the right
purpose.”
After Mass a line forms so that members of the community
seeking assistance can have a few minutes of his time. Some
ask for help paying for youth summer camp. Others seek a
deal on one of several window fans on sale to keep cool during
the long summer days. Half a dozen men grab garbage bags
and head outside to pick up trash in the neighborhood. When
they return, Fr. Bob gives each a five-dollar-bill.
During these conversations Fr. Bob knows when to push and
ask questions, just as he knows when to sit silent and offer
caring eyes, a kind smile and a prayer.

For Donna, he writes a note and sends her to the community
thrift shop where she will find a set of funeral clothes that
are put on Fr. Bob’s tab. When she returns they also privately
spend time discussing funeral costs. Fr. Bob has grown
to understand the challenges Donna and others in the
community face.
“Because she grew up in poverty, and with a lack of discipline
or ability to pursue other things, she’s going to be a person
who is probably going to need to be on the receiving end most
of the time. It (charitable gifts) will never be enough, yet,
somehow, she carries on.”
Fr. Bob is an avid bike rider and works to get out and meet
all members of the neighborhood. He is continually moving,
probably because there is always someone else in need of
assistance.
“I just continue to help because I’m so blessed and I feel I have
to keep sharing blessings. I have contact with more people who
are poor, and I think that’s the best thing going! Jesus told us
‘whatsoever you do for the least of your brothers and sisters’, right?
Well, I got right in there! And Pope Francis says ‘get down and
get dirty’ – well I’m down in there!”
•

•

•

•

•

CLASS OF 1946 CELEBRATES 7O TH REUNION

Members of the Class of 1946
gathered at The Gatesworth
this past June to celebrate
their 70th reunion. Our thanks
to graduates Charlie Brown
and Staunton Boudreau for
spearheading the event and to
all of the dedicated alumni who
came together to celebrate the
CBC brotherhood.
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James McLaughlin '36
April 2016

Frank Reznicek '52
August 2016

Leslie Boll '58
October 2016

Dan Meyer '70
May 2016

Thomas Glancy '41
September 2016

Martin Walsh, Jr. '53
May 2016

Dana France '60
September 2016

Tony Russo '71
October 2016

Tom O'Toole '44
October 2016

William Auberry '53
August 2016

William "Terry" King '61
June 2016

Robert Buechert '73
July 2016

Arthur Mathews, Jr. '45
October 2016

George Henning '53
April 2016

Gary Schaeffer '61
July 2016

Ed Hogan '73
September 2016

Cos Ventucci '46
September 2016

John McCarthy '54
May 2016

Michael Johnson '61
October 2016

Duane M. Reagen (Naeger) '75
July 2016

Ed Shanahan '47
August 2016

James Burke '55
March 2016

Col. Jean Merz, Jr. '62
August 2016

Reverend Tim Bannes '82
October 2016

James L. Klutho '48
April 2016

James Jost, Sr. AFSC '55
March 2016

Thomas Gold '63
August 2016

Dave Rowan '82
March 2016

Robert O'Donnell '50
May 2016

Anthony Berni '55
March 2016

William Dee '63
October 2016

Ned Stanley, Jr. '82
April 2016

William Almon, AFSC '50
June 2016

Eugene England '55
May 2016

John Flynn '64
August 2016

Terrence Houlihan '85
March 2016

Dr. James Nelson, MD '50
September 2016

Robert Sansone '56
August 2016

Jim Gannon '65
October 2016

Patrick Prewitt '96
April 2016

Roy Saunders '51
June 2016

Ed Carson '56
October 2016

Ronald Corno '66
September 2016

Isaiah Mares '06
September 2016

John Wilhelm '51
August 2016

Michael Sutton '58
September 2016

R. Dan Kinealy '69
April 2016

Chris Buehler '08
March 2016

Dr. John Cadice '52
October 2016

Brett Hefele '09
March 2016

To list recently deceased alumni, please forward copies of newspaper obituaries to CBC Today, In Memoriam.
You can reach us at (314) 985-6098. You can also fax obituary information, along with class year and alumni affiliation to (314) 985-6079 ATTN: In Memoriam.

CBC WAR MEMORIAL
Our community continues to celebrate
and honor all members of our alumni
family who have served in our nation's
military. In a special way, we remember
the CBC alumni who have lost their lives
during military service.
The CBC War Memorial stands at the
top of our school's main drive and serves
as a reminder of the sacrifice of those
alumni who gave the ultimate sacrifice.
The last update to the memorial was
made in 1998. If you know of a service
member whose name ought to be
added, please contact Alumni Relations
Director Joe Gunn '79 at (314) 985-6098
or gunnjoe@cbchs.org
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